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 ????? To make it short, i have a problem with the "GTA V" from Rockstar Games. It's, when i start the game, it start fine and everything is good. But, after sometime of playing the game, the game start to freeze and i have to pause the game by the console. And when i run the game again, the game freeze a second time. Then i have to pause the game again. I don't remember what i've done to the
game. I installed the game, i rebooted the computer, i restart the xbox, i put the game on the "slow" mode of the xbox, i can find the game on the "GTA V" disk. I had installed the game on a partition by my hard drive and not on the "D:" of the xbox. But, when i run the game on the Xbox360, the game is in the drive "D:" so i assume that it's not the problem... Then, i runned the game with the mod of
"GTA Vice City Burn", in this mod the game has the bug and i cant play the game... So i searched on the internet what i could do, so, i tryed to search what was the problem, the only think that i could find is a console freeze. The freeze happens in the same point every time, after the counter i think that it's on the "Rookie" mission, that when you play in the "Rookie" mission of the game the counter

start to count but i don't know for what reason the counter freeze when it's on the "Rookie" mission. I also tryed to play the game when i have the firewall of the game in the "off" mode but it's the same. So, i'm asking you if you have some idea of what's the problem, because i don't have any idea on what to do to be able to play the game again... EDIT : I tryed another thing, i installed the game, i
rebooted the computer, i restarted the xbox, i put the game on the "slow" mode of the xbox, i can find the game on the "GTA V" disk. iT_72 06-11-2013, 06:37 PM Hi. I'm the creator of this mod. I'm not sure if you 82157476af
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